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Explore the streams less traveled in the state known for its legendary fly-fishing rivers! The Bighorn,

the Madison, the Missouri, the Bitterroot - these are some of the biggest, most storied fly-fishing

waters of Montana. They host thousands of anglers and guides every season, and they provide

some of the most exceptional fly fishing in North America. But beyond these famous Montana rivers,

there are hundreds of equally productive, equally breathtaking rivers and streams that are a little

smaller, a little lesser known, and a lot less frequented - and every bit as beautiful! In 25 Best

Off-the-Beaten-Path Fly-Fishing Streams of Montana, author Molly Semenik explores the best of

these under-appreciated fisheries, beginning first with what fly anglers can uniquely expect from

Montana, before moving to each individual destination. With over 100 color photographs and local

guide interviews throughout, the stream-specific chapters include detailed GIS maps highlighting

access roads and entry points, ease-of-access ratings, specific information on local hatches,

recommended tackle, fly shops, outfitters, campgrounds, lodging, dining, watering holes, and even

local hospitals and treatment centers. As a Big Sky Country native, as well as Master Casting

Instructor (MCI), member of the International Federation of Fly Fishers Board of Directors, and

owner of Tie the Knot Fly Fishing, Semenik knows Montana streams intimately, and brings her

knowledge to bear in this absolute go-to guide for natives and non-natives alike.
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First I will have to say the pictures and maps are beautiful and first rate. Also there is considerable

information about local guides, shops and lodging. Many of these great people I have met myself.



What I like most about the book is Molly never forgets to tell us how 'she' feels personally about the

places. Too many times books about fly fishing locations provide lots of information, but give no

context to the reader of why the writer values that river over any other and in this case the values

must be considerable in that the author has fished Montana for 45 years. She has seen a lot of

great water.You will never be disappointed fishing anywhere in Montana. Finding new and different

places to fish in Montana is a life well spent. The only reason I did not give the book five stars is the

title is a bit misleading "off the beaten path". As Molly mentions, part of the reason she selects to

speak of these rivers is their close proximity to airports and accessibility. While still awesome, these

are sort of the second level in depth of Montana's rivers. I have fished Montana for 50 years so I

was hoping for a little more "off the beaten path".All in all, the book is a pleasure and quite an

achievement.

Purchased this for our recent move to Montana. What a lovely surprise. Molly Semenik is

knowledgeable and thorough. We are not new to fly fishing and enjoyed her thoughtful descriptions.

Pictures are great and I personally love the maps she included. Well written and sure to be a

favorite as we explore Big Sky country.

Great information and fantastic photos--almost a photo log of montana. Clear and precise on getting

to and fishing the streams.
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